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PREFACE
The Auditor General of Pakistan has initiated wide ranging reforms in Public Sector Auditing primarily through
the implementation of Project to Improve Financial Reporting and Auditing (PIFRA). Under this project, SAP/R3
has been implemented in the Federal, Provincial and District Governments for budgeting, accounting and
reporting. Moreover, a large number of commercial entities within the public sector have also implemented
ERPs for data maintenance. In order to cater for the auditing requirements of such diverse clientele, use of the
Computer Assisted Audit Tools & Techniques (CAATTS) cannot be over emphasized. The Audit Command
Language (ACL) can greatly facilitate analysis of such large volumes of data which foster efficiency and
effectiveness of the audit processes. Though Standard Manuals were available but there was an increasing
demand from the field auditors for developing user friendly tailor-made guidelines for data extraction and
analysis. Responding to the need, the officers of the DAGP have developed guidelines on Data Extraction and
Analysis (Payroll) in line with the International Best Practices by using in-house expertise. These guidelines
cover a very wide range of processes starting such as Planning, Data Access, Data Integrity Verification, Data
Analysis and Reporting.
The hard work of our ACL Master Trainers in developing these guidelines is manifest in appreciation and
validation received from significant practitioners of the ACL from USA, Canada, UK, and Australia. Recognizing
their practical utility, these guidelines have been placed on the Global ACL Knowledge Base Center and are
accessible to all licensed users of the ACL at www.acl.com.
I sincerely believe that the step by step guidance provided in these guidelines and the use of the extensive
screen shots will go a long way in assisting the auditors even with no prior experience in using the SAP/R3
system.

(Tanweer Ahmed)
DAG (AP&SS)
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PURPOSE OF THE MANUAL
The purpose of this manual is to guide the auditors in extraction of payroll related data from SAP/R3 HR Module
and performance of audit procedures using the Audit Command Language (“ACL”). The guideline focuses on
data extraction where the entity allows the auditor to extract payroll data by using customized reports of SAP
R/3.
The manual follows the complete audit cycle from Planning, Data Access, Data Integrity, Data Analysis and
Reporting. Planning and Data Access are covered in Section-I whereas, Managing Data, Analysis and
Reporting are covered in Section-II.
The manual is specifically designed to provide step by step guidance from logging in the SAP R/3 System
(“herein after referred to as System”), to extracting & importing data in the ACL and finally to analyzing and
reporting the results. Sufficient and simple screen shots have been provided at each and every level to assist
the field auditors for better understanding and effective use of this manual.
However, the auditors are encouraged to use the manual as a guideline and through their experience develop
expertise in using the System in different scenarios and building different audit checks that could meet their
audit needs.
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SECTION 1

PLANNING
AND
DATA ACCESS
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THE DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Every data analysis project of ACL follows a regular cycle of activities. This helps ensuring that work is
performed thoroughly, accurately, and efficiently. The data analysis cycle has five stages.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Planning
Data Access
Data Integrity
Data Analysis
Reporting

PLANNING
Planning is the main pillar of the Data Analysis Cycle. In planning first determine the scope of work to achieve
the objectives. Objectives must be set before initiation of the Project in ACL. The scope of work includes:
1.
Extract the SAP Payroll data of Federal employees working in the district for the year 2008-09.
2.
Performance of analytical procedures.
3.
Identification of trained resources to extract and analyze the payroll data.
4.
Identification of possible audit checks on payroll data.
5.
Assessment of resources needed to accomplish the task.
6.
Estimating time required to obtain or extract the data from the platform like SAP/R3.
DATA ACCESS
Another important step in Data Analysis Methodology is Data Access. Careful attention is required to locate,
acquire and access the data to achieve the objective.
Locating Data
While extracting the Reports e.g. Payroll data from SAP/R3, communication is required with the entity relating
to the contents, location and extraction of data. Understanding of the entity is preliminary before carrying out
the assignment. Meet with the Personnel of Information System Department and discuss the requirement e.g.
System access, understand the database of the system, share/discuss what kind of data you need from the IS
Department, List the required fields or columns of the data, Discuss the data format with the IS Department.

ACQUIRING DATA
After having the overview of the available data, the next step is acquiring the data. Acquiring data may be
divided into three steps:
i)
ii)
iii)

Determining your specific analytical objectives
Data Requisition
Transfer the data
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i)

Determining your analytical objectives

Before requesting data, the analytical objectives must first be formulated. The objectives identify the data you
require. The auditor must know the functionalities of SAP/R3 HR Module, what kind of terminologies it uses,
who will provide the data, in which form data is provided (MS-Excel or text form) and what type of Reports are
used in the ERP System.
ii)

Data Requisition

Requesting data is a critical step in a data analysis project. Complications with data access can seriously
compromise the timeline of your analysis. It is important that the auditor is very specific about the data
required, where it comes from, and how it is delivered. To accomplish this, a data request letter with a
summary report is sent to the entity.
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DATA REQUISITION LETTER AND SUMMARY REPORT
Specify the required data in a formal request. The letter should contain all the information that SAP
Competency Center needs to provide the data, including
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

The date of your request
The name of the system where the data resides.
The file name, table name, or report name.
Date bounds for the data. For example, you might specify from July 1, 2008, to June 30, 2009,
inclusive of start and end dates.
Any filter criteria. For example, you might specify to include only positive values in the total field.
When you would like the data delivered.
The file format in which you would like to receive the data.
The medium on which you would like the data transferred.

The sample Data Requisition is explained on page 15.
Note:
This guideline focuses on data extraction where the entity or SAP Competency Centre allows the auditors to
extract or download the Payroll data by using customized report of SAP/R3. To understand easily we
developed some requisition letter for the guidance of the auditor to grasp the concept explained above.
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SAMPLE: DATA REQUISITION LETTER
No. 100/Auditing/Cert_audit/08-09

Dated: 15-08-09

To
The Accountant General

Subject: CERTIFICATION AUDIT ON PAYROLL OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES OF PAKISTAN
The provisions of the Auditor-General's (Functions, Powers and Terms and Conditions of Services) Ordinance,
2001 (The Auditor-General Ordinance), read with Articles 169 and 171 of the Constitution of the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan, provide the Auditor-General of Pakistan with the mandate to audit the accounts of
Accountant General's. As part of this mandate, we intend to perform the certification audit on payroll data of
the Federal employees of districts for the financial year 2008-09. It is requested to please provide the following
information on priority basis.
Please provide access to, or a copy of, the data specified below:
Host System

SAP R/3

Filble Reque/Taested Payroll Data- This table contains the master listing of Personal Number, Employee
Name, Personnel Area, Cost Center, Date of Birth, Date of Joining, Date of leaving, Net
Salary and Wage Type etc. (Annexure-A: Possible Fields of Payroll data)
Time Period

From July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009, inclusive

Filter Criteria

Include Payroll of Federal employees of District data.

Delivery Date

1st September, 2009

Data Format

ODBC access is preferred. If that is not possible, a dBase, Excel, Access is preferred

Data Access Medium If ODBC is not available, please place the file in my public network folder,
D:\Audit\SAP
Please provide a summary report that includes record layout information, control totals, and a printed sample
from the file (50 records).

Director General Audit
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To
The Director General Audit,
Subject: CERTIFICATION AUDIT ON PAYROLL OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES OF PAKISTAN
Kindly refer to your letter no. No. 100/Auditing/Cert_audit/08-09 dated 15-08-09 on the above mentioned
subject.
It is intimated that due to some accounting assignment this office is not able to provide the Payroll data of
Federal employees of Pakistan but as a good relation with your office, this office will provide view only access
to the auditor in the SAP/R3 HR Module. In this regard, please send us the name of the auditors to make their
username and password in the SAP/R3 System. This will help your auditor to extract reports from the SAP/R3
System. The name of the auditors who will extract the data from the system may be sent to Director FABS
(Financial Accounting Budget and System).

(Accountant General)

No. 101/Auditing/Cert_audit/08-09

Dated: 01-09-09

To
The Director (FABS)
Subject: View only access to Reports of SAP/R3 HR Module
Please provide the view or Read only access in all servers to the following officers in HR Module of SAP/R3.
1.
2.

Mr. ABCD, Audit Officer.
Mr. YZKL, Audit Officer.

Director General Audit
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To
The Director General Audit

Subject: View only access to Reports of SAP/R3 HR Module
Kindly refer to your letter no. No. 101/Auditing/Cert_audit/08-09 dated: 01-09-09 on the above mentioned
subject.
The login and username of the officers in all servers is as follows:

S.No

Name of the Officer

Login

Password

Server ID

1

Mr. ABCD

Acc.ABCD

*****

NWFP, Punjab, Sindh,
Quetta

2

Mr. YZKL

Acc.YZKL

*****

NWFP, Punjab, Sindh,
Quetta

(Director (FABS)
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TRANSFER THE DATA
USER ACCESS TO THE DATA SOURCE
The auditor will be provided with a user name, password and instruction to access the host system. The user
who has the knowledge of the system can extract the data. The Audit Competency Center, Islamabad has
prepared this manual/Guideline which covers the data access phase of Data Analysis Methodology for the
auditors who want to extract the customizable Payroll Report from the SAP/R3.

OVERVIEW OF SAP
SAP AG was founded in 1972 in Mannheim, Germany by a group of ex-IBM engineers. The five original
engineers who developed the concepts ultimately embraced by SAP originally named their company
Systemanalyse und Programmentwicklung. Their goal was to develop a software package that integrated a
company's myriad business functions in a manner that reflected best practices. Their idea grew into what
soon became System, Applications, and Products in Data Processing (SAP).
SAP AG is based in Waldorf, Germany and is the world's largest enterprise software company. SAP's
foundation is built upon the concepts of specialization and integration. Each product can typically be broken
down further into modulesportions of functionality that are more discrete in nature, geared toward addressing
a particular piece of the overall component pie. For instance, SAP R/3 and its successor, SAP ERP Central
Component (ECC), are comprised of modules like HR, Financials, Sales & distribution, Material Managements,
Warehouse Management, and so on. Individually, each of these modules effectively serves to manage a
business area or functional area for which a particular company department is responsible.

FEATURES OF SAP/R3
CLIENT
Client is a self contained business entity or units within various SAP systems. In organizational term, a client is
an independent unit in the system. Each client has its own data environment and therefore its own master
data, transaction data, and assigned user master records.
SAP EASY ACCESS
SAP Easy Access is the standard entry screen in the system. The system can be navigated through a compact
tree structure.
MENU BAR
The menus contain cascading menu options.
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STANDARD TOOLBAR
The icons in the standard toolbar are available on all SAP-ERP screens. Any icons that you cannot use on a
particular screen are grayed out.
TITLE BAR
Title Bar displays the function that is available.
THE APPLICATION TOOLBAR
The Application Toolbar displays icons which are available in the current application.
STATUS BAR
Status Bar displays information on the current system status, for example, warnings or errors.
TRANSACTION CODE IN THE COMMAND FIELD
Every function (not every screen) in the SAP system is a transaction code (T Code) which can be accessed
through the assigned transaction code from any screen in the system. The transaction code for the function
can be found by choosing Status under the System menu option.
COMPANY CODE
The company code is a self-contained unit in legal terms, for which complete set of accounts can be drawn up.
PERSONNEL AREA
A personnel area is assigned to a company code in Personnel Administration. The individual personnel areas in
a company code have four-digit alphanumeric identifiers.
PERSONNEL SUB AREA
Personnel subareas represent a further subdivision of the personnel area. The principal organizational aspects
of human resources are controlled at this level, namely the pay scale and wage type structures and the
planning of work schedules. The personnel subarea is assigned a four-character alphanumeric identifier. The
control features are stored according to the country.
COST CENTERS:
Cost Centers are maintained in Controlling and can be linked to either organizational units or positions.
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WAGE TYPES
All allowances and deductions are called wage types. Wage type can be represented by 4 digit code starting
from 0001 to 9999. (Annexure-B)
VARIANT
Variant is a group of selection criteria values that has been saved to be used again and again and can be used to
run a report using the same selection criteria each time.
INPUT FIELDS
In SAP/R3 a series of fields that are linked to database tables in the system. Most screens in the SAP system
contain fields in which you enter data. These types of fields are called input fields.
REPORTS
Reports/Lists are information that is derived from a source and presented to the user in some output type. You
can generate reports directly from the online transactions or from the other sources of summarized data such
as the Business Information Warehouse and Executive Information System.
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EXTRACTING PAYROLL REPORTS (YPHRISN) FROM SAP/R3 HRMODULE
Screen shot 1 SAP Logon

Annotate
This is the main screen for login into different servers of SAP. You have to choose the right server to extract the
data. If the server is not added, you may add new server by clicking on the “New Item” and entering the server
id, description and system number. In order to do that you will have to consult SAP BASIS Consultant.
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Screen Shot 2 Login Screen

Menu Bar
Standard tool bar
Title bar

Enter user name
enter password

Press enter to login

Status bar

Annotate
This is the SAP Login Screen to a selected server which is displayed in the status bar. The default language is
English. You may change your password by clicking on the “New Password” button before logging into the
system.
Enter the user name/password on this screen, and then press “enter” from the keyboard to continue.
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Screen shot 3 SAP Easy Access

Application Tool Bar

Command Field: Enter
Transaction Code”t-code”
of reports or browse SAP menu.

Using SAP Menu and Favorites

Annotate
1
2
3
4

“SAP Easy Screen” is displayed.
Enter “T_Code or “Transaction Code” in the command field.
The “T_Code” for Payroll Employees is “YPHRISN”.
Go to next screen shot.
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Screen shot 4 SAP Easy Access Menu

5
1

2

3 4

6 7

8

9

Legends
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Enter/Execute
History List (list of previously entered t-codes)
Save layout
Back to previous menu
Exit
Cancel
Find
Find Next
Create New Session
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Annotate
1.
2.

Enter “YPHRISN Transaction_Code (T.Code)” in Command Field.
Click “P” to execute or F8.

Point to Remember (Apply when you need it)
Each time the user connects to SAP via the SAP GUI user interface, it begins a user session. A SAP
session simply means the end user has started the SAP GUI and established a connection with a
particular SAP system/server, the end user is connected, so to speak. By default the end user can open up
to six sessions at the same time.
When you are already connected to a server and you are trying to connect from a different computer or
from the same computer three options are displayed.
i.

Continue with the current logon and terminate all other logons, this would result in loss of
unsaved data in those logons;

ii.

Continue with the current logon and also keep other logons (a list of all other logon are displayed
Along with date and time since these were logged in); and

iii.

Terminate the current logon.
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Screen shot 5 HR Information System Menu (YPHRISN)

Mandatory field

Annotate
“HR Information System” screen appears as shown on title bar of SAP/R3.
Indicates mandatory fields which must be filled before the report is executed or further selections are made.
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Screen shot 6 Description of Input Parameters

If you want to save the input parameters
of the report you can save them as
“variants” and use them in your next
report. Process is explained in the
Following screen shot.

30.5.2009
The variants help in reducing the time
taken to generate the reports with similar
fields and output.
e.g. when monthly reporting is required
only changing of posting date will be
required and all other entries will be
automatically entered.

F4 Help: Display
possible entries

Use Further Selections to Display
these Items. Refer to Screen Shots
7. Enter Mandatory Fields first
before you can select further items.

In the “Period” section, when entering
the “other Period” enter dates in the
“person selection period” and these
dates should coincide with the Start of
Month and End of Month in the
“Program Selections”.

A. Give full range for wage typeb.
B. Enter FY
C. Start Month 01 represents July or first
month of the Fiscal Year and full range i.e.
July to June would be represented by 01
To 12 as indicated in the image.

Annotate
1.

Enter Input parameter on the screen. The Payroll of the employees of Pakistan is divided into three
categories such as “F” for “Federal”, “DN01” for “District” (District employees of NWFP) and “N” for
“Provincial” (Provincial employees of NWFP). The end user must be careful while entering the input
parameters in all mandatory fields. The above screen shots are taken from the Federal employees of
District.

2.

The end user is not required to enter all parameters. Some input parameters are mandatory and
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remaining input parameters are optional and these are used to refine the data according to requirements.
EXAMPLE:
Suppose you need to obtain the data of Federal employees of District for the fiscal year 2008-09. In this
case you have to enter following input parameters in your HR Information System Screen.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Company Code
Person Selected Area
Personal Sub Area
Cost Center
Wage Type
Fiscal Year
Start of Month
End of Month

F
01.07.2008
AD
AD0001
0001
2008
01
12

to

30.06.2009

to
to

AD0500
9999
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Screen shot 7 Further Selections

Choose “Further Selections” to include
personnel subarea and cost center as
indicated in the next image.
This will help refining the report
outcome.

Annotate
“Further selections” helps the user to select additional fields which are not the part of the general format of the
report. After entering all mandatory fields such as Period, Company Code, Fiscal Year, Start of Month and End
of Month, the end user clicks on “Further Selections” button. “Further selections” help the user to further
classify the report criteria.
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Screen shot 8 Field Selection

Annotate
1.
2.
3.
4.

“Choose selection Fields” dialog box is opened.
“Choose selection Fields” is subdivided into two categories (i) “Selection Options” and ii) “Selection
Fields”
Select those fields which are most commonly used such as “Personnel Subarea” and “Cost Center”.
Move “Personnel Subarea” and “Cost Center” from “Selection option” to “Selection Fields”.
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Screen shot 9 Selection Fields

copy

Annotate
The red-lined boxes on the screen show that the fields “Personnel Area” and “Cost Centers” are in “Selection
Fields” area. Press “ ” to continue.
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Screen shot 10 Multiple Selections

Annotate:
As mentioned earlier the employees of Pakistan are divided into three categories such as Federal, Provincial
and District. Cost Centers or DDOs are represented by four (4) digit codes by giving the IDs of Personal
Subarea. For example the user may extract the Payroll of the Federal employees, Provincial Employees or
District Employees. The cost center ranges starts from 0001 to 9999.
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Screen shot 11 Multiple Selection for Cost Center

The “Single vals” (Green Tab) relates to individual values
or selections that will be included in the report.
The “Ranges” (Green Tab) relates to range of values or
selections that will be included in the report. Multiple
ranges may also be specified.
On the other hand the Red Tabs represent the values,
single or range, that will be excluded from the report.

Annotate:
1.
2.

“Multiple selection for Cost Center” dialog box is opened
Select the “Ranges” (Green Tab) if the user wants to enter cost center in Ranges.
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Screen shot 12 Multiple Selections for Cost Center

The cost centers should be entered
in context of the server in which
you are logged into i.e. when
logged in the Fedeal Server, use
only the cost centers of the
Federal Government and so on.

Annotate
1.
2.

Enter in “Ranges” (Green Tab) “AD0001 to AD0500”.
Press “F8” or Click “Copy” on “Multiple Selection for Cost Center”

Note:
The YPHRISN Report is too heavy to run if we enter the cost center ranges from AD0001 to AD3999 then it
takes too much time to extract the data. Sometimes the report generates errors or Link is down and it will
automatically terminate the login of the user. To avoid all these hurdles we can extract the data by dividing cost
centers into small ranges e.g. AD0001 to AD0500.
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Screen shot 13 Save Data as Variant

Save the input data as variant.

The green mark here
indicates that multiple
selections have been
made as separate single
values or range.

Annotate
1.

A “variant” is a group of selection criteria values that has been saved to be used again. If you want to
run a report using the same selection criteria each time, you can create a variant to save the data that
You filled in on your selection screen.

2.

Click the “Save” button to save the input parameter or data as a “Variant”.
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Screen shot 14 ABAP: Save as Variant

Save Variant
1.
2.

3.

Screen with the name “ABAP: Save as Variant” appear.
Enter the following information in the screen and leave all other fields blank
a.
“Variant Name: Fed_NWFP_08_09”
B.
“Description: Fed_Abbattabad_08_09”
“Save” the variant.
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Screen shot 15 Variant Saved

Annotate
In the status bar you will see the message “Variant Fed_NWFP_08_09 saved”.
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Screen shot 16 Execute YPHRISN Report

Annotate
1.
2.

Before Executing the YPHRISN Report check all required Input parameters.
Execute or Run (Press F8 from the keyboard) the Report.
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Screen shot 17 Payroll Data Reported

Annotate
Certain reports are run with default filters & sort criteria and for the purpose of analyzing the data in ACL these
are not required and the data is most suitable for analysis when it is in database form without any filters & sort
criteria.
Follow the next screen shot to add/remove columns, clear filters and remove sort criteria.
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Screen shot 18 Change layout

In order to select all columns press
and hold “Shift” key and move the
cursor to the end and click, all fields
will be selected.
Add columns to
display in report

Annotate
1.

Click “change layout” button from “Standard toolbar” of HR Information System

2.

The user wants all the fields or columns of the YPHRISN Report. Select the “column set” (Right) by
using the “Shift key & press downward arrow key” and move the columns to the Left side of “column”
by using arrow (Left).
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Screen shot 19 Change Layout (Columns Selection)

Layout is used to view/change fields,
sort data, apply subtotals and filters.

Annotate
Move all Fields from “Column set” to “Columns”. This will include all columns in your report. You may then
move or keep unwanted columns to the “Column set” tab.
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Screen shot 20 Change Layout (Sort Order)

Sort fields

Check to apply subtotals

Remove fields to remove filters

Annotate
Go to “Sort Order” tab and deselect all check boxes of Company Code and Personal Subarea.
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Screen shot 21 Change Layout (Sort order removed)

Annotate
1.
2.

In the “Sort Order” tab Deselect “Sort Criteria/Subtotals” and move Fields to “column set”.
Click “
”.
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Screen shot 22 Hide Columns

Right click and hide un-necessary

In order to hide multiple columns at
once, you can select each column
by pressing and holding “Ctrl” key
and clicking on the header of the
column you want to hide.

Annotate
SAP gives the user the facility to “hide” unwanted Fields or Columns which are not required during the analysis
or those fields are meaningless for user.
Steps
a.
b.
c.

Select the “column” by Left click on the mouse such as S.NO, L.No (Yellow selected columns)
Right Click on mouse and opt for the second option i.e. “Hide”
Both “selected hide columns” are not the part of the report.
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Screen shot 23 Save Layout

If checked the layout will only
be available to the user only.

Annotate
1.
2.

When you have arranged the data i.e. by including all “Fields”, “Hiding” the Fields, “un-filter” the Fields
and “un-sort” the Fields then you should save the layout.
In order to save the layout following steps are followed.

Steps:
a)
b)
c)

d)

“Save Layout : Abt_fed_08”
“Name: Fed_abt_08_09”
The “Save Layout” provides the facility to the user that the other users in the system will not see or
change the “save layout criteria” then he/she simply mark the check box of “user specific” and also
select the checkbox of “default setting”.
Select continue “green tick mark (
)” option.
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Screen shot 24 Layout Saved confirmation

Annotate
In status bar of SAP GUI, the message “Layout Saved” is displayed.
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Screen shot 25 Save Data to Local Files

Annotate
Saving Data to Local File
1.
2.

Now the data is in “raw” form i.e. no filters and no sum.
Press the “Local File” button as shown above to save the data to a local file. Continue to the next
screen shot for more details on saving the data.
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Screen shot 26 Save Data in Spreadsheet Format

Annotate
1.

2.

3.

Four options appear on screen such as:
a.
Unconverted
b.
Spreadsheet
c.
Rich text Format
d.
HTML Format
Select your required format. The spreadsheet format is most widely used as it transfers the data which
then can be opened in MS Excel and for later importing into ACL. Select the “spreadsheet” radio button
option.
Press “ ”.
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Screen shot 27 Transfer Data to Local File

Annotate
1.
2.

Select a path to “transfer DAT (Data Allocation Table) to a local file”.
Press button to go-to “Save as” dialog box.
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Screen shot 28 Save Local File

Annotate
The user performs following steps in order to save the data in the hard drive
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the “drive” where you want to save your file
Make a “Folder” and “name the Folder” optional but recommended for every set of similar reports to be
saved
Enter the “file name” with “data format” usually “.xls” is entered to make directly accessible by MS
Excel
Click on “Save”.
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Screen shot 29 Transfer Data to Local File

Annotate
1.
2.
3.

Now the path is defined and it is indicated as “C:\Federal_Employee\Fed_AD_0001_0500.XLS”.
Then click on “transfer” to save the file.
Wait for few seconds to several minutes depending on the volume of data, once the data is saved SAP
will automatically move to the records and will display the following confirmation of saved file.

Note:
Please note that, the larger the file the longer it takes to transfer the data.
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Screen shot 30 Data Transfer Confirmation

Annotate
1.
2.

The screen shows “2687098 bytes transferred”.
Check whether the data is transferred to hard drive, perform following steps
a.
Go to “My Computer”
b.
Select the drive where the data stored e.g. “C drive”
c.
Open the folder name “Federal Employee”
D.
See the file: “Fed_AD_0001_0500.XLS”.
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Screen shot 31 Get Variant

Annotate
Already saved user specific or general variants help the user to quickly input the parameters and change only a
particular parameter to produce the required results. This is very helpful where you are generating a complete
payroll, where the report is unable to generate all range of cost centers and you have to give a smaller range of
cost centers each time.
Click the “Get Variant” or “Shift+F5”to get to the saved variants.
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Screen shot 32 ABAP: Variant Directory of Program

Annotate
1.
2.
3.

An “ABAP variant Dictionary” dialog box is opened.
Select the “variant: Fed_Abt_08_09” which the user has already saved.
Select the “
”.
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Screen shot 33 Variant Applied

Annotate
1.
2.

All input parameters which were saved by the user as a variant are shown on HR Information System.
All is required is to change the cost centers or date as you may require.
Press Execute or F8 button to run the report.
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SECTION II
MANAGING DATA,
ANALYSIS
AND
REPORTING
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COMPUTER ASSISTED AUDIT TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES (CAATTs)
“Computer based tools that permit auditors to increase their personal productivity as well as that of the audit
function”. [CAATTs & Other BEASTS for Auditors, By David G. Coderre; 1998, Global Audit Publications].
Audit Command Language (ACL) and Interactive Data Extraction & Analysis (IDEA) are the most widely used
CAATTs around the world. The Department of the Auditor General of Pakistan (DAGP) has implemented ACL as
CAATTs. ACL provides a means to get access and to analyze the data for a predetermined audit objective and
then for reporting on the audit findings with more emphasis on the reliability on the records produced and
maintained in the system.

ACL
Since its establishment in 1987, ACL is a global leader in audit, control testing and compliance technology
solution. ACL is a tool that helps to read and analyze the data. The global community of ACL consists of
approximately 170,000 users in 130 countries including Pakistan. ACL solution helps the smaller to larger
organization in analyzing the effectiveness, reliability and completeness of the data. ACL capture the share of
70% from Fortune 500.

What ACL can do for you?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Process data from different systems
Keeps log of everything done in ACL
Capable of analyzing whole population (not just a sample)
Imports unlimited number of records.
Exports data easily to other applications
Easily filters data on user specified criteria (which can then be extracted to smaller more manageable
files for others to use)
Quickly finds missing data (Blanks)
Predictable Patterns (Benford's Law)
Aging (default 30,60,90,120 or define your own)
Statistics and sampling
Graphs (Histogram)
Sorts by unlimited fields
Integration into Crystal Reports
Aids to focus on the audit.
And many more …..
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IMPORTING SPREADSHEET INTO ACL
The next step is to access the data outlined in your strategic plan. The report that we have saved is in
spreadsheet (ms excel) format. ACL can either directly access the data from the entity's accounting system
through integration or can import files of different formats;
Here we will discuss the method where the data file, in spreadsheet format, is imported through the data
definition wizard.
Screen shot 34 ACL 9 Welcome Screen

Project
Navigator
Welcome
screen

Status bar

Annotate
1.
2.
3.

Install ACL Desktop Version 9.1 on the computer. For this consult your respective ACL master Trainer
of Audit Component.
Start the application and you will be taken to the welcome screen of ACL.
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the ACL is divided into three parts
a.
Project Navigator
b.
Welcome Screen
C.
Status Bar
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Screen shot 35 Creating a New Project

Annotate
1.

To import the spreadsheet file into ACL the user first prepares a Project. The step for initiating a Project
is as follows:
File -> New -> Project
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Screen shot 36 Saving New Project

Create new
folder

Annotate
1.
2.
3.
4.

A dialog box appears: “Save New Project As”
It is more appropriate to create the folder of a specific project in which all project files shall be saved.
As an example “Federal_Emp” is created.
Write a project file name “Fed_Abd_Payroll”
Click on “Save”.
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Screen shot 37 Data Definition Wizard

Annotate
1.
2.
3.

In “Project Navigator” a Project with the name “Fed_Abd_Payroll” is created.
When you save the project the Data Definition Wizard, as shown above, automatically starts.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Screen shot 38 Selecting Data Source

Annotate
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

The screen appears “Data Definition Wizard: Select Data Source”.
Here you need to specify how to get your data file.
a.
Disk
b.
ODBC Open Database Connectivity
c.
External Definition used for mainframe computers or legacy systems
The user has to specify the data source. Generally the data source is “Disk” especially when we are
Defining the data in “MS Excel File”.
Select “Disk” radio button.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Screen shot 39 Select File to Define

Fed_ad_0001_0500.xls

Annotate
1.
2.
3.

The dialog box “Select File to Define” is opened.
Select the file name Federal_AD_0001_0500.xls in the defined path i.e.
“C:\Federal_Employee\Fed_AD_0001_0500.XLS”.
Click on “Open” to continue.
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Screen shot 40 Data Definition Wizard

Annotate
1.
2.

3.

The next screen in Data Definition Wizard appears in which the user identifies the “File Format”. We
have saved our data from SAP in spreadsheet (MS Excel) format and therefore we select “Excel file”.
ACL Data Definition Wizard automatically identifies the format and selects the radio button of “Excel
File”. However, before continuing to the next screen you need to make sure that you have selected the
Right format otherwise the setup will not continue.
Click on “Next” to continue.
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Screen shot 41 Data Definition Wizard: Data Source

Do not
select this

Click on $
sign file

Do not make changes to
these as these are
automatically selected

Annotate
1.
2.

The next screen of Data Definition Wizard shows “Data Source”.
There are two options as shown above
a.
“Xlnm# Filter Database” (Don't select it)
b.
“Fed_ad_0001_0500$” (Select the worksheet)

ACL identifies the worksheets that contain data and display all of them with “$” sign at the end of their names.
Choose the appropriate sheet. Since we had only one sheet in our file, only one sheet is shown above.
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Screen shot 42 Saving the Data File

Annotate
1.
2.
3.

The dialog box appears “Save Data File as”
Enter the File Name such as “Abbat_Fed_08_09.”
Click on “Save” Button.
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Screen shot 43 Data Definition Wizard: Final

Annotate
1.
2.
3.
4.

The dialog box “Data Definition Wizard: Final” is opened
This screen shows the “value” and “definition” on the screen.
The “Data Definition Wizard: Final” dialog box shows the table layout, data source file, character set,
Record Length, Skip Length and Number of Fields.
Click on “Finish”.
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Screen shot 44 Save Table

Annotate
1.
2.

The dialog box “Table Untitled Changed, Save as:” is opened
The user has the option to “save” the table with a different name but if doesn't change the name of the
“table” then press OK.
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Screen shot 45 Data Defined

Data defined

Status bar

Annotate
1.

Now the Abbat_Fed_08_09 data has been imported into ACL.

2.

Project Navigator above shows the Name of the Project: “Fed_Abt_Payroll.ACL”
a.
Under the name of the Project the user has a table name “Abbt_Fed_08_09”.
b.
Under the name of the Project a “Log file” with the name “Fed_Abt_Payroll”

3.

Status bar shows the following details such as:
a.
Name of the table:
“Abbat_Fed_08_09”
b.
Number of Records:
“4275 Records”

4.

“Payroll Data” with the identified “fields” is shown in the “welcome screen”.
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DATA INTEGRITY VERIFICATION
One of the first tasks in data integrity is ensuring that you have a complete and valid data file. To have
confidence that your conclusions are valid, you need to verify data's integrity. Data Integrity means that table
contains:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Calculated fields that deliver correct values.
Only numeric data in numeric fields
Only unique records
Only valid dates
Data in fields where it is expected
Field relations that are consistent and logical

CHECKING VALIDITY
ACL provides many tools for testing data integrity. Tools include Functions and Commands. Checking data
integrity ensures that tables are valid. When the auditor extracts the report from the platform like SAP/R3 then
some general tests or checks that may be performed on the data to ensure its integrity are as follows:
a)
The verify command can identify data source, transmission and definition errors by checking that
Character Field contain only valid printable characters, Numeric fields contain only valid numeric characters
and date fields contain only dates.
Screen shot 46 Verify
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VERIFY COMMAND:
Verify command is helpful to check the validity errors in a table. It is better to run verify command on all fields
which are in table or data but you have the options to select individual fields too.
Data
Verify
Screen shot 47 Verify Selected Fields

Annotate
1.
2.
3.
4.

Data
Verify
Select “Verify Field”
Click on “Add ALL” Button.
All “Available Fields” from Table Abbt_Fed_08_09 are move to “Selected Fields”.
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Screen shot 48 Verify: More

Annotate
1.

2.
3.

There are three tabs shown in “Verify” dialog box.
a.
Main
b.
More
C.
Output
“More” tab gives option to increase or decrease the error limit. By default it is 10.
Now move to next tab “Output”.
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Screen shot 49 Verify: Output

Annotate
1.

2.
3.

In “output” tab, you have three options to view file.
a.
Screen (Shows the result on display/monitor)
b.
Print (Prints the data in the fields)
c.
File (User has the option to save the result on a hard disk drive)
At first it is preferred that the errors, if any, are viewed on screen. Therefore, select the “screen” radio
Button.
Go back to main tab.
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Screen shot 50 Verify Fields

Annotate
Click on “Ok” to continue.
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Screen shot 51 Data Validity Errors

Annotate
The screen displays the result of validity checks of “Verify” command which is “0 data validity error detected”.
But if the auditor found validity errors then he/she should perform following action regarding the validity of the
data.
1
2
3

Determine if errors are in the table layout or in the data itself.
If errors are in table layout, fix and check validity again.
If errors are in data, either have the data re-sent or try to fix them.
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Screen shot 52 Default View

Annotate
Now open your main table “Abbt_Fed_08_09” data for further data integrity checks.
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User extracts the Payroll data of Federal employees from the SAP/R3 and wants to ensure that the data is
complete or not. The user simply collects the total strength of the Federal employees who are working in
District. The District Accounts Office gives the total number of Federal employees who have drawing salary
say 333 or you obtain the data directly from SAP as explained in Section I.
To test the completeness of the data, user may apply two methods
(i)
(ii)

By using Filter; and
By using Summarization Command. Here we will explain only one way and that is by using the filter
criteria to see how many employees are working in District Region. The Screen shots for checking the
integrity of Federal employees District are as follows:

Screen shot 53 Filter

Annotate
Click on “Edit View filter” (As shown above)
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Screen shot 54 Edit View Filter

Annotate
1.
2.
3.
4.

When you click the “jx” button, “Edit View Filter” dialog box is opened
Enter the expression such as: “Wage_Type=0001” (0001 is a code for Basic Pay)
By entering the above expression you get the number of Federal employees working in District who
Drew basic pay. Click the “Verify” button to check whether the expression is valid.
Click on “OK” to continue.
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